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The problem – managing integrated plans
There are lots of software tools designed to help a team organize and collaborate around a single plan or project. But
when an organization is managing mission-critical initiatives, there’s never just one single plan, and it takes massive
coordination to manage everything from multiple plans. Strategic plans are typically integrated and span across
departments and locations – each with their own individual plans being managed in different tools and reporting in
different formats. Project management and strategic planning tools are simply not built for plans that are intertwined
and overlapping.
Ultimately, most agency staff turn to Excel and PowerPoint for their default reporting mechanism. This time-devouring,
disorganized process keeps work siloed and leaves everyone wondering, “How are we doing overall?” This siloed
view provides no reporting uniformity, severely limits visibility, and ultimately makes it difficult to hold people

A better way
What agencies really need is one system that lets them see through silos, keep all data uniform and up-to-date, and
makes it easy to keep everyone on the same page and in-the-know. It’s what we call Integrated Plan Management.
Integrated Plan Management is being able to track and report on all of your interconnected plans in a single,
automated platform. It combines all the best parts of reporting tools in one platform. It has…
•
•
•
•
•

The high-level overview of a Business Intelligence (BI) tool
The structure of Strategy Development software
The automation of a CRM
The ease of email
The details of a Project Management tool

Current tools fall short managing integrated plans
AchieveIt is the secure, cloud-based Integrated Plan Management solution that organizations like the Department
of Veterans Affairs, US Air Force and the Joint Pathology Center (DHA) rely on to track and report on their missioncritical plans and initiatives.
AchieveIt helps establish Uniformity in data collection and reporting, create the Visibility to know what needs
attention, and promote Accountability for world class execution.
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AchieveIt is the only platform that provides a single source of truth where everyone can see all related planning activities
across the organization come together, which enables them to:
•

Eliminate silos across teams and work tools

•

Gain a real-time view across your initiatives

•

Empower leadership to make timely & informed decisions

Get Everything in View... Because you can’t manage what you can’t see. AchieveIt lets you see what’s
happening with every initiative, at every level, from the enterprise to the individual, in real time.
Get Everyone Engaged... Because organization-wide change doesn’t happen in silos. AchieveIt is
an easy-to-use platform that connects your organization from the executive leadership to the project
teams, keeping everyone accountable and on the same page.
Get Every Possible Advantage... Because there’s enough standing in your way already. Not only do
you have the premier platform in this space, but you can draw on the experience and best practices
of our Execution Experts.

AchieveIt acts as your single source of truth, so you can...

Ensure alignment, and share how daily activities
roll up to higher initiatives.

Make key decisions faster, because you can
spot trends, weak spots, and victories in an allencompassing, multi-plan dashboard.

Connect activities to results, from any number of
plans or filters, so you can focus your attention in
time to change outcomes.

Easily drill into past and current contextual
evidence, instead of manually searching for a
spreadsheet from four months ago.

Gather updates with the click of a mouse,
instead of hounding people in the hallway.

Get uniform updates and reports, while
keeping your teams in their own tools and
workflows.
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